where J k and Z k denote the flux and electrochemical potential of the mobile charged component k (= i, h), respectively. Here, the coupling coefficient matrix L is symmetric, due to Onsager, 4 or
Authors 5, 6 often define the ionic charge-of-transport, a i * as
which phenomenologically corresponds to the number of holes (or electrons) dragged by an anion (or cation) upon its transfer in the absence of their own driving force (rZ h = 0). The transport coefficients, and thus also the charge-of-transport, depend on the choice of formal charge number z i of the mobile ions, but their measurable effective charge number z i + a i * is invariant. 6 In any description of transport in mixed conductors A 1Àd O n , the formal charge of the ionic species is usually chosen on the basis of chemical intuition and experience. In the case of oxygen ions, typically the formal charge number z i = À2 is chosen. Due to interactions with other mobile species the effective charge may differ, which is then properly taken into account by the Onsager cross terms. Recently, Chatzichrostodoulou et al. 7 have measured all the L-coefficients in the system Ce 0.8 Pr 0.2 O 2Àd at 800 1C by the semiblocking method which was first proposed by Wagner 3 and first implemented experimentally by Miyatani. 8 Using the formal charge numbers z i = À2 for oxygen ions and z h = +1 for holes, they have found that a i * decreases from a value close to +1 to near 0 as the oxygen activity decreases from log a O 2 = 0.0 to À2.5.
In a recent paper, Riess 9 discusses the Onsager cross terms and concludes implicitly that the dependence of the cross terms on the choice of formal charge number makes the cross terms an ''artifact''. Obviously, this conclusion is incorrect, and in the following we clarify the meaning of the cross terms. On the work by Chatzichrostodoulou 7 ''and references cited therein'':
This statement could be misleading. Until now, the attempt to measure L ih has been made only on nine or so limited numbers of systems and the general conclusion is that L ih a 0, the magnitude of which depends on the thermodynamic state of the system, see ref. 6 showed that the cross coefficients include the contributions of any possible defect ''d'' (structure elements) with different effective charges: in the absence of long-range interactions, one has a non-vanishing charge-of-transport,
if defects with variable charges (due to association) are formed. Here, b d , D d and c d stand for the number of electrons (holes) associated with, the self diffusivity of, and the concentration of the defect ''d'', respectively. The validity of eqn (4) was then checked to reveal that the cross coefficient is not totally due to short-range interactions or inter-defect associations, but that long-range interactions add up to short-term interactions. 6, 19 In order to rationalize the influence of long range interactions, Janek et al. 20, 21 subsequently applied the Debye-Hückel-OnsagerFuoss theory 22, 23 to solid-state MIECs. The major conclusion is that a i * corresponds to the number of holes or electrons in the electronic charge cloud surrounding the central ionic defect. This may be written for the systems, e.g.,
where e o e r is the dielectric constant of the system, k À1 the Debye length, a the distance of the closest approach between an ionic defect and an electron or hole, and the other terms have their usual meanings. The theory has also been extended to systems with more than two defects, e.g. 20 It has later been found that eqn (5) explains the results more convincingly than eqn (4) for Co 1Àd O 24 and TiO 2Àd . 25 The present status of understanding is, thus, evenhandedly that the non-vanishing cross effect is partly due to short-range interactions, eqn (4), and partly due to long-range interactions, eqn (5) , but that the latter take precedence with increasing defect concentrations. 3 (Of course, lim This is a typical misunderstanding arising when one does not properly take into account the detailed inter-relationship between the description of the charged component or buildingunit level, eqn (1) , and that of the defect or structure-element level. When the fluxes and forces of all possible structure elements including regular and irregular ones are reduced, in due thermodynamic course, to the independent ones, one eventually ends up with eqn (1) on the charged component level, see the Appendix. All the defect-level information is, thus, condensed into the three independent, measurable coefficients L ii , L ih (= L hi ) and L hh , with no information missing, see ref. 3 and 6. We would like to note that a comprehensive analysis of transport coefficients, emphasizing the description of the systems with irregular SE or defects of variable charges, but neglecting long range interactions, has also been provided by Maier. 27, 28 It has to be emphasized that the inter-relationships between a measurable transport property and the L-coefficients are irrespective of the choice of mobile charged components, e.g., {O À ,h + } instead of {O 2À ,h + }. In particular, the effective charge number of mobile ions, z i * = z i + a i *, is invariant, in contrast to z i and a i *. 6, 19 This is because the entropy creation or energy dissipation rate should remain invariant, and hence, the L-coefficients are only to be transformed in accordance with this invariance. 1, 2, 19 In more practical terms: indeed one can choose the formal charge number of ions such that a short range order is anticipated and the cross terms become smaller, but they will still include long range interactions, which, of course, can be small for dilute defect concentrations. It is further emphasized that what can be experimentally observed or measured is the transport of the charged components, never that of the structure elements themselves. It is because our system can interact electrochemically with the surroundings only by exchanging charged components or building units (e.g.,
our system can never communicate by exchanging defects or structure elements themselves (e.g., V O ) due to the structure condition of the system. 3, 26 Therefore, the cross coefficients are a physical necessity and reality as well on the level of the charged components, not an artifact arising from a deficient choice of defect carriers.
(4) Riess 9 finally consummates his argument by saying, ''When an appropriate, comprehensive defect model is considered for the MIEC, no cross terms are required.'' It is an inherent problem with the defect chemistry and formal description of MIECs that one never knows a priori the ''appropriate, comprehensive defect model'' for a system under study without observing the related phenomena on the charged component level. Thus, this consummation is just in vain or of no practical significance.
Furthermore, even if such a model were at hand, the cross terms are still required as long as there is a long-range interaction among defects as described by eqn (5), see the Appendix. They are actually unavoidable particularly as defect concentrations increase typically over 10 À4 in mole fractions. 3 Thus, the author's statement 9 is incorrect.
It may help the author 9 to understand the situation better to read Wagner: 3 if a i * is known with sufficient precision, then ''one obtains additional information for a discussion of the merits of different models of defects to be used in conjunction with other experimental data. . .''
In conclusion, Riess's interpretation 9 of the Onsager cross terms is essentially based on the independent migration of differently charged ionic defects and electrons or holes, eventually leading to eqn (4). This interpretation is nothing new because it has already been fully explored, as well as being not totally correct because of the unavoidable long-range interactions among charged defects leading to eqn (5). The careless notion of the cross coefficients as ''artifacts'' is physically incorrect and will mislead the uninformed reader.
Appendix: Reduction of the transport equations from the structure element level to the charged component level
Here we will show, by assuming a simple defect structure without sacrificing any generality, how the transport equations on the structure element level are to be reduced to those on the charged component level, eqn (1), in due thermodynamic course. Suppose that we know a priori the defect structure of a mixed conducting oxide, say AO 1Àd , comprising oxygen vacancies with all possible effective charges and electrons. The mobile structure elements (SE) may then be listed in the Kroger-Vink notation as:
where particularly e 0 C stands for the electrons in the conduction band (C) and h Â C for the holes in C, the electronic regular SE corresponding to the ionic regular SE, O Â O . These SEs will be henceforth labelled k = 1, 2,. . .,6 in order.
Irreversible thermodynamics stipulates that the energy dissipation (Ts) due to entropy generation (s) at a certain temperature (T) can be written as
where j k and X k denote the flux and thermodynamic forces (= ÀrZ k ) of the SE k, respectively. Letting l km denote the coupling transport coefficient on the SE level,
in the linear regime, suggesting that a SE k can be driven to flow by any thermodynamic force X m . It is noted that there are 36 l-coefficients, which are subject to redundancies due to the constraints upon the SE fluxes j k and local quasi-chemical equilibria. Firstly, they are
as the numbers of lattice sites and electronic energy states should both be conserved (structure condition). For these to always be true for arbitrary X m (m = 1, 2,. . .,6),
Secondly, the substitution of eqn (A.5) into eqn (A.3) leads to
This means that for X m = X 4 (m = 1, 2, 3) and X 5 = X 6 , j k = 0 (k = 1-6). For this to always be true, 
Subsequently, we will choose the fluxes of k = 1, 2, 3 and 5 as independent only for the sake of convenience. The thermodynamic forces are also reduced to those of mobile charged components O 2À (=i) and e À (=e), or holes h + (=h) via internal quasi-chemical equilibria:
By substituting eqn (A.9) into eqn (A.6), one obtains .10) where the number of electrons associated with the SE m, b m takes the numerical values:
Upon eliminating the dependent fluxes j 4 and j 5 due to eqn (A.4) and substituting eqn (A.9) for X m À X 4 (m = 1, 2, 3) and X 5 À X 6 , eqn (A.2) takes the form,
One may, thus, read from eqn (A.12) the fluxes of the mobile charged components, ions (O 2À ), J i , and electrons (e À ), J e , corresponding to X i and X e , respectively, as
By substituting eqn (A.10) here, one finally obtains the thermodynamic equations of motion on the level of the charged components (O 2À , e À ), commensurate with eqn (1) in the text †,
where the Onsager L coefficients are each expressed in terms of l km as: Noting that l kk p D k c k , one can immediately recognize that eqn (A.17) is nothing but eqn (4) in the text. The ionic charge-oftransport a i Ã would, thus, phenomenologically correspond to the kinetic average of the number of electrons (b k ) or holes (Àb k ) associated with all kinds of ionic defects, were it not for long-range interactions among defects (i.e., l km a 0 for k a m).
